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Embarking on the journey to becoming a professional Final Fantasy VII
Remake player can be a daunting task, but with dedication and a strategic
approach, it is achievable. This comprehensive guide will provide aspiring
pro players with the essential knowledge, skills, and strategies to elevate
their gameplay and stand out in the competitive arena. To become a true
master of the game, a multifaceted approach is necessary, encompassing
character development, materia optimization, combat proficiency, and a
deep understanding of the game's mechanics.

Character Development: Building a Solid Foundation

The foundation of a successful Final Fantasy VII Remake playthrough lies
in meticulously developing your characters. Each character possesses
unique abilities and playstyles, so understanding their strengths and
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weaknesses is crucial. Cloud Strife, the game's protagonist, excels in
melee combat and can switch between various weapon styles, offering
versatility and adaptability. Tifa Lockhart, on the other hand, specializes in
close-range brawling with her fists, utilizing powerful martial arts
techniques. Barret Wallace brings heavy firepower to the team, wielding a
massive Gatling gun that unleashes devastating ranged attacks. Aerith
Gainsborough, the healer of the group, provides invaluable support with her
magical abilities, including healing spells and status buffs. Red XIII rounds
out the party as a versatile spellcaster with a balance of offensive and
defensive capabilities.

To maximize the potential of each character, it is essential to focus on
leveling them up evenly, ensuring that they all contribute effectively to the
team's overall strength. As you progress through the game and encounter
increasingly challenging enemies, strategic allocation of experience points
becomes paramount. Prioritize leveling up characters who are best suited
to handle specific boss battles or dungeon mechanics. For instance, if you
encounter an aerial boss, Red XIII's "Air Strike" spell can prove invaluable,
warranting investment in his leveling. Similarly, if facing a group of
enemies, Tifa's "Omnistrike" ability can obliterate multiple targets, making
her a prime candidate for leveling.

Materia Optimization: Enhancing Abilities and Playstyles

Materia are the lifeblood of Final Fantasy VII Remake, providing characters
with a wide range of spells, abilities, and stat boosts. Optimizing materia
setups is an art form in itself, allowing players to tailor their characters to
suit their preferred playstyles and overcome various challenges. To become
a pro player, it is essential to have a comprehensive understanding of each
materia's function and how they can synergize with one another.



The key to successful materia optimization lies in experimentation and
adaptability. There is no one-size-fits-all setup, as different situations and
boss battles call for varying strategies. For instance, equipping Cloud with
the "Fire" and "Ice" materia grants him elemental versatility, allowing him to
exploit enemy weaknesses and deal significant damage. Alternatively,
combining the "Cure" and "Magnify" materia on Aerith creates a potent
healing spell that can restore substantial HP to the entire party.

Experimentation is crucial to discovering effective materia combinations.
Don't hesitate to try different setups and see what works best for you. As
you progress through the game and acquire new materia, be open to
revising your strategies and adapting your materia loadouts to the evolving
challenges.

Combat Proficiency: Mastering the Art of Battle

Combat proficiency is the cornerstone of success in Final Fantasy VII
Remake. Mastering the art of battle requires a combination of strategic
decision-making, lightning-fast reflexes, and an intimate knowledge of the
game's mechanics. To become a pro player, it is essential to hone your
combat skills through practice and studying the intricacies of the battle
system.

One of the most important aspects of combat is positioning. Understanding
the range and area of effect of your attacks is crucial for maximizing
damage output and avoiding unnecessary damage. Proper positioning
allows you to flank enemies, exploit their weaknesses, and create
advantageous situations for your party.



Timing is equally important. Dodging and blocking enemy attacks at the
right moment can make all the difference between victory and defeat. Pay
close attention to enemy attack patterns and anticipate their moves to
evade incoming damage. Additionally, mastering the timing of your own
attacks can lead to devastating combos and stagger opportunities, allowing
you to unleash powerful attacks on vulnerable enemies.

Staggering enemies is a game-changer in Final Fantasy VII Remake. By
depleting an enemy's stagger gauge, you can render them temporarily
helpless, opening them up to massive damage. Staggering enemies
effectively requires a combination of strategic spellcasting and well-timed
physical attacks. Spells like "Blizzard" and "Thundara" can quickly build up
the stagger gauge, while abilities like Cloud's "Braver" and Tifa's
"Omnistrike" can deal massive damage to staggered enemies.

Understanding the Game's Mechanics: Knowledge Is Power

Becoming a pro Final Fantasy VII Remake player requires a deep
understanding of the game's underlying mechanics. This includes knowing
how damage is calculated, the effects of status ailments, and the intricacies
of the battle system. By truly comprehending the game's mechanics, you
can make informed decisions that will give you an edge in combat and
allow you to overcome even the most challenging obstacles.

For instance, understanding how damage is calculated can help you
optimize your materia setup and attack strategies. Knowing that physical
attacks are more effective against staggered enemies can inform your
choice of abilities during boss battles.



Status ailments can also play a significant role in combat. Understanding
the effects of ailments like poison, silence, and paralysis can help you
prepare for upcoming battles and mitigate their impact on your party.
Equipping materia that grants immunity or resistance to certain ailments
can give you a significant advantage.

In-depth knowledge of the battle system allows you to exploit its intricacies
to your advantage. Understanding how the ATB gauge works and how to
manipulate it can help you maximize your damage output and
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